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LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as 
possible in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact 
that, he does not warrant or represent at any time that the 
contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature 
of the Internet.

While all attempts have been made to verify information 
provided in this publication, the Publisher assumes no 
responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of 
the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of specific 
persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no 
guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to rely on 
their own judgment about their individual circumstances and to 
act accordingly.

This blueprint is not intended for use as a source of legal, 
business, accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised 
to seek services of competent professionals in legal, business, 
accounting, and finance field.

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Introduction

Like many, I’ve tried for several years to make money online on 
the internet and spent monies which amount to a fortune over 
the years with little to show for it for a while.

I nearly gave up!

Actually, probably gave up and restarted and gave up 
restarting several times.

Determined to make a success of it, I carried on with my day 
job, bought and tried several Guru Systems and got myself 
completely overloaded with information on a 1001 ways to 
make money online.

Your story is probably not too dissimilar and perhaps, 
can identify with my experience.

Finally, the scale over my eyes lifted when I made my first 
$1519.93 cash online!

I was excited; I smiled and gave myself a pat on the back. I 
finally found something that works.

I won’t get out of bed for that, I hear you say.

Well, for someone like me who had suffered and tried to 
make money online without success – the first $1 is a 
big deal and $1519.93 is really cool!

As I realised, that I had discovered a system from start to end 
that works on autopilot. What I did next is to experiment with 
pricing, traffic generation and then, Rinse and Repeat.
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I have great pleasure here in sharing my Digital Book Profits 
with you.

Kind regards,

Jimi Tele
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Digital Book Profits - Proof 

01-Dec-2011 to 31-Dec-2011 = $1519.93
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Step 1 – Digital Book Creation

Write your material and create your Digital Book for publishing 
on Kindle.

If necessary for your research, checkout the Top 100 digital 
books listed on the Kindle Store Best Seller list for inspiration 
and ideas of topics / subjects that are likely to be successful. 
You could also use the free Google keyword tool to extrapolate 
keyword ideas that you could incorporate into the Headline, 
Title, Sub-Title and Tags.

If you can’t or prefer not to write, consider outsourcing the 
writing aspect of this project. You will readily find talented 
writers at Fiverr, Warrior Forum and at other popular 
outsourcing sites such as Elance, Odesk, and vWorker.

Can’t I just take a short cut and use PLR materials, I 
hear you ask?

I know it’s tempting, but I’m actually going to 
discourage you from simply uploading PLR materials on 
Kindle. My advice is for you to pay attention to detail, 
check for spelling and grammatical mistakes and ensure 
that your Digital Book   is original content and absolutely 
provides value-for-money.

Kindle is quite hot on this and their position on this matter is 
quite clear.

 “In order to provide a better customer buying 
experience, we've stopped accepting and selling 
undifferentiated or barely differentiated versions of 
eBook content already available in the catalog, even if 
the title, author, and other metadata for new versions 
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may be unique. As a result, we are removing the 
following eBooks from the Kindle store...”

Check out further clarification here:

Ok, I'm stuffed with PLR materials. Can I publish Public 
Domain titles?

Most likely, if your Digital Book meets the following 
criteria:

• Its a unique translation

• It contains annotations / unique hand crafted 
additional content and

• It includes 10 or more unique illustrations relevant 
to your Digital Book.

Remember, "a Word to the Wise is enough”. You've been 
warned! Concentrate on producing unique content and 
top quality digital books for publishing on Kindle and the 
profits would look after itself.
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Step 2 – Digital Book Proof Reading

Proof read your Digital Book, correct spelling and 
grammatical errors, and follow the following guidelines.

File Format: Save your content in DOC (or .doc) format, not 
RTF (.rtf) or DOCX (.docx) as the latter do not translate well to 
Kindle. Save your work periodically as you make changes. 

Layout: Use indentations, bold characters, italics and 
headings, as they will translate into your Kindle book. Early 
indication is that tables, highlighting, colored text, text 
wrapped around images, bulleted lists and more, will soon be 
available for use with new generation Kindle Format 8 (KF8). 

Page Breaks: Enter a page break at the end of every chapter 
to prevent the text from running together. 

Spell check and Grammar: This tool is always your friend to 
ensure a professional presentation free of typos. Use this tool, 
but also manually proofread your file to ensure no errors are 
missed by the automated checker.

So you’ve got your Digital Book ready, you are pleased with 
content and satisfied that it is a quality information product.

Sometimes it's a good idea to get a second opinion on this. 
Treat this version as a draft and If possible, invite a friend or 
partner to double check the Digital Book and correct any 
grammar and spelling mistakes before going any further in the 
publishing process.
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If you prefer to outsource this stage (remember this is entirely 
optional at your discretion) – Simply pop over to Fiverr to 
submit your draft Digital Book for proofreading. This process is 
simple and you’ll find lots of relevant gigs by searching 
“proofread” on Fiverr for talented editors, who are ready to 
work on your draft Digital Book   – for five bucks!

Within 24 to 48 hours, the proofread version of your Digital 
Book is returned to you. I am always amazed at how much 
mistakes and errors are identified during the proofreading 
stage. In my opinion, this aspect of my system is crucial and 
not to be skipped, in order to ensure that only top quality 
product makes it to the market place.

Take a moment to review the suggested corrections and if 
satisfied, accept the relevant changes highlighted in the 
proofread version of your draft Digital Book.
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Step 3 – Digital Book Cover

Whilst at Fiverr, you might as well seize the moment to order 
graphics for the Digital Book Cover also at $5. As previously 
explained, this process is really so simple and you’ll find lots of 
relevant gigs by searching “kindle cover” on Fiverr for 
talented graphic artists/designers.

Remember that outsourcing graphics creation is entirely 
optional and at your discretion. This is a viable option if you 
want to take the advantage of speed, don't have the time or 
simply prefer not to do it yourself.

Within 24 to 48 hours, the Digital Book cover is ready and the 
proofread version of your Digital Book is returned to you.

I normally insert the eBook cover graphic into my draft Digital 
Book at the second page below the Title page.  

Of course, if you are able to knock out a professional looking 
cover graphic for your Digital Book, you save yourself the five 
bucks you would otherwise have spent at Fiverr.

Should you prefer to do the Digital Book cover image by 
yourself, here are the basic rules that I stick to:

• 600x800 pixels is the best size for your Kindle eBook 
cover.

• Get the book cover file size under 127KB.

• Make the book cover image flat.

• Kindle accepts book cover image saved as JPEG (.jpeg) or 
TIFF (.tiff) format.
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Step 4 – Digital Book Formatting

Now return to Fiverr to submit your Digital Book for formatting. 
This is important as your Digital Book need to be formatted in 
strict compliance with Kindle publishing requirement.

“Can I not do this myself?” you asked.

“Yes, of course you could”.

For example, you could visit the Amazon Kindle website for the 
formatting instructions, digest it and carefully format your 
Digital Book accordingly.

However, to save time and to maximise your productivity, my 
view is that outsourcing this task on Fiverr for $5 is a “No 
Brainer”.

Within 24 to 48hrs or so [check the Fiverr gig for delivery 
details], the formatted version of your Digital Book is returned 
to you. At this point in the process, I usually have a smile on 
my face as I see everything has come together nicely.

For me, quality and value is important, so I would normally 
give it another check through for any missed errors to correct 
as I finalise my Digital Book.

Should you prefer to do the formatting yourself, here are the 
basic rules that I stick to:

• No Header

• No Footer

• Digital Book  Title = font 16

• Digital Book  Chapter = font 14
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• Digital Book  text = font 12

• Insert Page Break after the last sentence of each chapter
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Step 5 – Digital Book Publishing

Now onto the exciting part – publishing your Digital Book for 
sale on Kindle!

Search for KDP on the internet and jump straight onto the 
Kindle Direct Publishing platform. Login with your normal 
Amazon user-name and password. If not already registered, go 
right ahead and do that.  The registration process is simple and 
takes only a moment to sort out.  

Now login to the Kindle Direct Publishing platform and fill in the 
gaps step-by-step:
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Step 5A - Your Book.

Enter Your Book Details

Book Name: Please enter the exact title only. Books submitted 
with extra words in this field may not be published. This is in 
order to provide the best possible tools for independent 
publishers, and the best experience for your readers, Kindle 
Direct Publishing does not publish content that is intentionally 
confusing or misleading. According to Kindle, book titles that 
are unnecessarily long, or contain extraneous terms, can lead 
to inaccurate or overwhelming search results and impair 
readers' ability to make good buying decisions.

Description: Your book description is what customers see as 
they shop the Kindle store.

Book Contributors: Contributors are the people involved in 
creating your book.

Language: The language represents the primary language in 
which the book was written.

Verify Your Publishing Rights
Publishing Rights Status: This is a public domain work vs. 
This is not a public domain work and I hold the necessary 
publishing rights.

Target Your Book to Customers
Add Categories: A browse category is the section of the 
Kindle store where users can browse to your book.

Search keywords (Up to 7, optional): Optimise your 
publication with keywords/search terms that'll cause your book 
to appear in the search results.  
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Upload Your Book Cover
Kindle Direct Publishing accepts JPEG, .jpeg OR TIFF, .tif (f) for 
cover images and your book cover will be used for the product 
image in Amazon search results and on your book's detail 
page.

Upload Your Book File

Digital Rights Management (DRM) option: DRM is intended 
to inhibit unauthorized distribution of the Kindle file of your 
Digital Book. Note: Once you publish your book, you cannot 
change its DRM setting. I choose not to have DRM applied to 
my Kindle books at the moment; may well change my mind in 
the future.

Upload and conversion successful!

Preview your book to make sure your converted file looks good 
in Kindle format by clicking Preview Book.

Scroll to the bottom of page and click "Save and Continue."

Step 5B - Pricing & Rights.

Verify Your Publishing Territories
Select the territories for which you hold rights: If you 
hold worldwide rights for your book, select the Worldwide 
Rights option. This enables Amazon to make your Digital Book 
available for sale worldwide.

Choose Your Royalty
Please select a royalty option for your book: You can 
choose between a 70% royalty and a 35% royalty option. For 
example, for sales in the US, if your book's list price is between 
$2.99 and $9.99, you can choose the 70% option. The 35% 
option is available in the US for books with list prices between 
$.99 and $200.00.Digital Book Profits By Jimi Tele - http://digitalbookprofits.com Page 17
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Experiment with Pricing 
I've tried both $0.99 and $3.99 price points, and the $3.99 
price points worked well for me.  I am now experimenting with 
the $5.00 price point.

Kindle Book Lending Program 
Enrolment in Kindle Book Lending enables users to purchase 
Digital Book (s) to lend it, subject to limitations established by 
Kindle from time-to-time.

Introducing KDP Select 
A new option to make money through the Kindle owner's 
Lending Library (KOLL) and promote your Digital Book for free 
for up to 5 days during a 90day period. I am now 
experimenting with this new concept and offering a selection of 
my digital books to customers for a price of zero.

Click Save and Publish

Publishing...
Please be aware that it can take up to 24 hours for English and 
2-3 business days for other languages to be available for 
purchase in the Amazon Kindle Store.

Until then, the book's status will be "In Review" on your 
Bookshelf. 
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Rinse & Repeat
Congratulations, you’ve been published!

Let the Kindle sales begin, I hear you say.

That’s it! Take a moment to check out your Digital Book 
listing on Kindle and encourage others to do the same.

Let the Kindle Sales begin and Let the Digital Book 
Profits roll in (smile).

This is the exact process I follow to Make $1519.93 Online 
Income in 5 Simple and Easy-to-Replicate Steps with Digital 
Book Profits.

Now if I can do this, anyone can and most importantly, you too 
can.

All that’s left for you to do now is to take action. Remember, 
fast action = fast results.

Thank you for your investment of time, money and efforts in 
this blueprint. 

Wishing you, much success with the Digital Book Profits.

Jimi Tele

DO IT ALL FOR YOU – Premium Kindle Publishing Service
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Resources

Best Sellers in Kindle Store: 
http://www.amazon.com/Best-Sellers-Kindle-
Store/zgbs/digital-text

Fiverr: 
http://fiverr.com

Kindle Direct Publishing [KDP]: 
https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/signin

Elance: 
https://www.elance.com

ODesk: 
https://www.odesk.com

VWorker: (formerly rentacoder) 
http://www.vworker.com

Warrior Forum: 
http://www.warriorforum.com

Guru: 
http://guru.com

Get A Freelancer: 
http://getafreelancer.com

Script Lance:
http://www.scriptlance.com

Workaholics4hire.com: 
http://workaholics4hire.com
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Reviews

Please give me an honest review and feedback on how 
this Blueprint has been helpful to you! THANK YOU!

http://digitalbookprofits.com/helpdesk/
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